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Abstract: Why do businesses support or oppose wars? International political economy scholars
have long studied the determinants of businesses’ foreign economic policy preferences, but we
know far less about businesses’ foreign security policy preferences. This is problematic, since
debates about whether, when, and why businesses might affect a state’s foreign security policy
are difficult to resolve absent a clear understanding of businesses’ security policy preferences. In
contrast to the conventional wisdom that a business's war preferences—their opinions about
interstate conflict—are determined solely by their trade policy preferences, I argue they have
multiple causes. Namely, business war preferences are jointly determined by a business's trade
orientation and conflict relevance. Using a structured multi-method approach consisting of
comparative case studies of the American wheat and raw cotton industries during World War I
and a rare 1916 poll of American business leaders, I demonstrate that considering either trade
orientation or war utility in isolation will yield inaccurate predictions regarding a business's war
preferences. These findings revise and refine capitalist peace theories of interstate war and
challenge the validity of domestic theories of interstate war that don’t account for businesses’
preferences and political behavior.
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1. Introduction

Interstate wars are an incredible shock to domestic and international economies, and yet
not all businesses are upset by the outbreak of war. Why? Businesses across a variety of conflicts
and contexts have split in their support or opposition to wars. Many American businesses, for
instance, were distraught at the tremendous economic disruptions caused by the start of World War
I. Overleveraged cotton farmers prepared for bankruptcy as raw cotton prices plummeted and
cotton exchanges closed.2 Financial chaos reigned as international trade was ruptured, securities
prices were decimated, and commodity and stock markets were forced to close across the world.3
Other American businesses, however, were excited by the conflict. Grain merchants and
farmers across the Midwest cheered as prices steadily climbed due to demand from European
belligerents. In Milwaukee, a major grain hub, a local newspaper predicted that “the United States
will wax fat on the misfortunes of Europe,” since “men do not raise wheat on battlefields.”4
American wool manufacturers were also pleased, since the war threatened to cut off foreign
imports that competed with their domestically produced goods.5 The Japanese rice industry during
World War I cheered wartime demand as compensation for a stretch of poor crop yields, while the
silk industry worried the conflict would disrupt export sales to Europe.6 In France, the sugar
industry was decimated by the war, even as heavy industry profited.7
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Twenty five years and one Great Depression later, American farmers were nervous in the
lead-up to World War II, uncertain about whether there would be a large increase in wartime
demand.8 The American automobile industry, though, alongside colleagues in Nazi Germany and
the Soviet Union, began proactively converting their factories to produce aircraft, tanks, and other
weapons even before the war started.9 During the Korean War, consumer oriented businesses in
the United States feared a drop in product demand, while the aircraft industry was cheered by the
prospect of increased governmental demand.10
Why did businesses hold such divergent opinions about these conflicts? Existing theories
of business war preferences—the opinions that businesses have over whether or not a country goes
to war—mainly try and explain these preferences through the lens of international trade. Since war
ruptures trade, the argument goes, businesses that support free trade will oppose war while those
who oppose free trade will support war.11
Unfortunately, this explanation rings hollow in light of many of the examples cited above.
Both the American wheat and cotton industries, for example, engaged in substantial international
trade before World War I. Still, the wheat industry was excited about the war while the cotton
industry was not. Because they share the same trade preferences, something else must be
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explaining their divergent opinions towards the war. The same is true of the American agriculture
and automobile industries before World War II. Both these industries were large foreign exporters,
and yet one supported and the other opposed pre-war mobilization.
These empirical puzzles can be easily resolved through a simple—yet powerful—addition
to existing theories of business war preferences. In this article I argue that a business’s conflict
relevance—their ability to sell, or easily convert to selling, goods that increase military
effectiveness—is an essential and understudied determinant of their war preferences. Beyond just
disrupting international trade, interstate wars also increase governmental demand and decrease
consumer demand.12 It makes sense, then, that businesses will form their war preferences based
on considerations besides their trade policy preferences. I therefore develop a new theory of
business war preferences that predicts these preferences based on the additive effects of their trade
orientation and conflict relevance rather than just their trade policy preferences.
Importantly, this theory goes beyond re-stating a quite intuitive insight, that businesses will
likely support or oppose wars based on whether they can profit from them. Rather, it highlights a
key factor—conflict relevance—that will partially determine which businesses, and why, can
profit from wars. Both businesses’ conflict relevance and trade orientation will affect their wartime
profitability and, in turn, their war preferences.
Various dynamic aspects of wartime economies such as price controls, fiscal policy, trade
policy, inflation, or government regulation may also affect business profitability in its own right
irrespective of any follow-on effect on business war preferences.13 Similarly, there are likely
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additional causes of business war preferences besides a business’s trade orientation and conflict
relevance. Both of these facts highlight the complexity and importance of studying business war
preferences and the politics of wartime economies. They don’t, however, discount the importance
of parsimonious theories of business war preferences like my additive theory.14 Including conflict
relevance in new baseline theoretical models of business war preferences can improve the
predictive accuracy of existing models, explain empirical puzzles like those cited above, and open
up further research on additional causes and consequences of business war preferences.
I test this new additive theory against existing monocausal explanations for business war
preferences using a structured multi-method approach. First, I use controlled comparative case
studies to investigate the war preferences of the American wheat and raw cotton industries during
World War I. These industries are both “most likely” cases for the conventional wisdom that
businesses that support free trade will oppose wars.15 I find, however, that although the raw cotton
industry opposes the war in line with this conventional wisdom, the wheat industry doesn’t. Using
qualitative evidence from World War I-era industry publications and business archives, and
descriptive quantitative evidence on historical commodity prices and exports, I demonstrate that
this divergence is due to the wheat industry’s high conflict relevance.
Second, I use a rare 1916 poll of American business leaders to argue that the findings from
these short case studies hold across the broader population of American businesses during World
War I. Using difference of proportions tests I demonstrate that accounting for a business’s conflict
relevance and trade orientation better predicts their war preferences regarding World War I than a
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monocausal model using either of these factors by themselves. As might be expected from over
century-old observational data, there are certainly limits to the inferences we can draw from this
sample. Nevertheless, this survey helps bolster the external validity of the findings from my case
studies across a wider swath of the World War I-era American business community.
This article therefore makes both theoretical and empirical contributions to our
understanding of business war preferences and the political economy of international security.16
First, it develops a novel theory of business war preferences from first principles that integrates
more economic effects of conflict than existing theories and makes unique, testable predictions
about businesses’ relative support and opposition to war. Second, it provides empirical evidence
supporting this new theory above and beyond existing explanations for business war preferences
in a conflict where diplomatic historians have long believed business pressure mattered for the
United States’ decision to enter.17
Third, this article contributes to the study of the political economy of security by noting
how businesses and other domestic actors form foreign security policy preferences based on the
distributive effects of interstate competition. International political economy scholars working
under the “open economy politics” paradigm have long argued that businesses form foreign
economic policy preferences based on the distributive consequences of globalization, but there has
been little to no analogous research on businesses’ foreign security policy preferences.18 This
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paucity of research is incredibly puzzling given that interstate conflicts, like globalization, have
distributive economic consequences. This article aims to reinvigorate the study of business war
preferences by developing a new baseline model of these preferences against which future theories
can be developed and tested. More generally, it helps lay the groundwork for a broader
understanding of what might be termed the “open economy politics of international security.”
Fourth, and relatedly, this article provides key microfoundations for understanding the
conditions under which businesses may or may not affect a state’s wartime decision making.19
Recent research on the domestic politics of wartime decision making has highlighted that leaders
often decide whether to go to war—and how to conduct a war—based on which domestic actors
and groups bear the costs of war, and their relevance for helping leaders maintain political power.20
These “bottom-up” theories of wartime decision-making, however, have generally ignored the role
of businesses. The main exception is the “capitalist peace” literature, which sees business pressure
as a key mechanism linking economic interdependence to interstate peace.21 As noted above,
however, the capitalist peace literature mispredicts which businesses will support or oppose war
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by explaining business war preferences solely based on their trade policy preferences.22 My novel
theory of business war preferences therefore provides a key theoretical pre-requisite for revising
and refining capitalist peace theories and other “bottom-up” theories of war-time decision-making
to further our understanding of the role businesses play in foreign security policy.
In the remainder of this article I first more fully conceptualize my dependent variable:
business war preferences. Second, I summarize and critique trade preference theory, the main
existing explanation for business war preferences. Third, I develop a new additive theory of
business war preferences from first principles. Fourth, I lay out a multi-method research design for
testing competing hypotheses from these theories. Fifth, I describe my case selection criteria and
report the results from short comparative case studies of the American wheat and raw cotton
industries during World War I. Sixth, I describe a rare 1916 survey of American business leaders
and present results from difference of proportions tests. Seventh, I discuss the significance of these
results for our theoretical and empirical understanding of business war preferences. Finally, I
conclude by laying out opportunities for further research on the causes and consequences of
business war preferences, and discuss the relevance of my theory and results for policymakers
seeking to understand the role businesses may, or may not, play in mediating contemporary
economic and security competition in East Asia.
2. What Are Business War Preferences?
International political economy scholars have long studied businesses’ policy preferences
in a variety of foreign economic and domestic policy areas, including trade,23 welfare,24
22
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immigration25 and climate regulation.26 There has been far less research, however, on businesses’
foreign security policy preferences. Policies are political strategies that governments pursue to try
and achieve their goals. A business's policy preferences, then, are their rank ordering and relative
affinity over potential government policies and business war preferences are the rank ordering and
relative affinity that businesses have over whether a state should go to war or stay at peace. They
are a “preference over outcomes”—that is war or peace—rather than a “preference over
strategies.”27
Businesses likely have distinct war preferences about different types of wars, for instance
interstate versus intrastate conflicts.28 For the purpose of this article, though, I focus exclusively
on businesses’ preferences about interstate conflict. Business war preferences are therefore a
spectrum ranging from opposition at one end, where a business prefers interstate peace relative to
interstate war, to support at the other, where a business prefers interstate war relative to interstate
peace. Because support and opposition to war are diametric end points of a spectrum, saying a
business is likely to support war is the same as saying that they are unlikely to oppose war, and
vice versa.
3. Existing Explanations for Business War Preferences
The main existing theoretical explanation for business war preferences is what I will call
trade preference theory. This theory argues that a business's war preferences stem solely from their
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trade policy preferences. Since businesses believe that interstate wars will disrupt trade,
internationalist firms that favor and engage in international trade will oppose wars.29 As Patrick
McDonald explains, “these foreign policy goals are driven by material interests seeking to avoid
the well-known economic costs of military conflict.”30 Conversely, domestic oriented firms that
prefer trade protectionism to free trade will be less likely to oppose wars, and indeed may have a
preference for military conflict. “The beneficiaries of protection, or firms that are not competitive
in global markets, may support aggressive foreign policies or war for the economic benefits it
provides to them. By slowing imports, military conflict raises the domestic price of traded goods
and enables import-competing firms to expand their domestic market share.”31 We can deduce one
testable hypothesis from this theory.32
H1: Internationalist businesses will be more likely to oppose war than domestic oriented
businesses
Although trade preference theory is straightforward and fairly intuitive, there are at least
three potential reasons for concern. First, as noted above, trade preference theory lacks predictive
accuracy in key historical cases. Many of the businesses that trade preference theory would predict
should oppose wars don’t. The war preferences of large, politically powerful businesses like the
World War I-era American wheat industry and World War II-era American automobile industry
are striking empirical puzzles for trade preference theory. Second, by focusing exclusively on
war’s effect on trade, the theory ignores other economic effects of war, such as higher government
demand for military goods. Trade preference theory therefore implicitly argues that trade
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preferences are a sufficient explanation for business war preferences, a rather strong theoretical
claim. Finally, trade preference theory hasn’t been directly tested. Scholars primarily use trade
preference theory to justify using trade policy preferences as a proxy measure of business war
preferences.33 Despite its popularity, therefore, there is little direct evidence supporting trade
preference theory.

3.1 Proto-Theories
There are also two proto-theories of business war preferences that are worth mentioning
briefly. They are less clearly formulated than trade preference theory, however, so I don’t
empirically test them in later sections of this article. First, might a desire for military contracts and
military spending drive some businesses to support war? Politicians in the United States have long
feared the adverse political effects of high military spending.34 Unfortunately, though, research on
the “military industrial complex” doesn’t coalesce into a testable theory regarding business war
preferences.
Early 20th century research on businesses that profited from war—the so-called
“merchants of death”—is primarily polemical, and doesn’t provide systematic evidence about the
opinions of military oriented businesses.35 Later research often speaks about the military industrial
complex in the abstract, failing to specify the preferences of private businesses as opposed to
political elites or military bureaucracies.36 Even if this literature can be read as simply arguing that
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all members of the military industrial complex support war, therefore, it still doesn’t tell us which
businesses comprise the military industrial complex. It also doesn’t make a clear prediction about
businesses that aren’t part of the military industrial complex.
Second, there is what I will call foreign market/materials theory. This theory draws on
Marxist and liberal theories of imperialism to argue that businesses which desire foreign market
access and raw materials will support wars, while those that don’t will oppose war.37 There are
two key issues with this theory. First, these arguments primarily try to explain why businesses
support or oppose colonization and imperialism, not war. Imperialism often involves conquest and
war, but these are conceptually distinct phenomena.38
Second, explaining business war preferences on the basis of ancillary policy outcomes such
as market access or raw materials requires strong assumptions about alternative government
policies besides war that might also achieve these outcomes.39 In particular, since war is quite
costly, rational businesses will prefer governmental strategies like a negotiated settlement that can
achieve ancillary policy outcomes instead of a war unless at least one of several additional
conditions hold. First, there could be a higher probability that war achieves these policy outcomes
than an alternate strategy. Second, alternative policies might be costlier to the business than war.
Third, the business might also be directly affected by a war, either positively or negatively,
regardless of whether ancillary policy outcomes occur or not. A more robust version of foreign
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market/raw materials theory could potentially assert and defend these first two conditions, but the
theory as currently construed doesn’t. The third condition implies that it is simpler to explain
business war preferences based on war’s direct effects rather than its ancillary benefits, which both
trade preference theory and my additive theory do.
4. An Additive Theory of Business War Preferences
In contrast to trade preference theory, I argue that business war preferences have multiple
determinants. In particular, businesses will support or oppose war based on both their trade
orientation and conflict relevance, whether they sell—or can easily convert to selling—goods that
increase military effectiveness. I deduce this theory from first principles based on two key sets of
microfoundations: a strict conceptualization of businesses as unitary, boundedly rational actors
motivated primarily by profit, and a set of defensible assertions about the economic effects of
interstate conflicts. I also explain how these microfoundations lead to some important scope
conditions on my theory.

4.1 Assumptions
For my theory I define a business as “an independent private organization that 1) mobilizes
economic resources (land, labor, and capital), 2) produces goods for sale in a market, and 3) relies
primarily on the proceeds from the sale of its product to meet its costs.”40 I make four further
assumptions about businesses. First, I “black box” businesses, ignoring their internal workings and
organizational complexity and assuming that they are unitary actors. Second, I assume that
businesses are boundedly rational. This is a more descriptively accurate assumption than assuming
that businesses are perfectly rational, and has two main consequences: it allows business war
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preferences to have a larger variance than a strictly rational theory, and highlights how business
strategies generally focus on short term rather than long term consequences.41
Third, I assume that businesses are primarily motivated to seek profits. In other words, the
collective impact of non-profit motivations on business preferences isn’t greater than profit
motivations. Importantly, I am not denying that businesses can be motivated by a variety of beliefs,
norms, and other social factors, which is a long-established fact.42 Rather, my profit motive
assumption sets a baseline against which social theories of business behavior can be compared. It
represents a theoretical bet that profit motives will better explain variation in business
support/opposition to war than social theories. Finally, I assume that businesses are independent
economic and political actors operating in a market economy. It makes little sense to talk about
business war preferences if businesses are wholly state owned or otherwise shielded from the
economic consequences of war.43

4.2 Understanding the Economic Effects of War
What are the economic consequences of war? In other words, how might wars affect
businesses’ profits? Here I simply conceptualize interstate wars as a series of sequential,
exogenous geopolitical shocks with three primary economic effects: raising the cost of
international trade, increasing governmental demand for military goods, and decreasing consumer
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demand. I also assert that businesses know these effects will occur prior to a war breaking out,
enabling them to hold ex ante war preferences.44
Importantly, different types of businesses will be differentially affected by these economic
effects of interstate war. Businesses that don’t engage in international trade, for instance, will be
less concerned about an increase in the costs of international trade than businesses that are engaged
in such trade. Indeed, it is precisely by thinking about which businesses are most and least affected
by these consequences that we can deduce hypotheses about the primary dividing lines along
which businesses will support or oppose war. In turn, these assertions about the economic
consequences of war are the mechanisms linking different types of businesses to different war
preferences.
First, I assert that wars, particularly large ones between powerful states, raise the costs of
international trade. The notion that war disrupts trade is a key mechanism underlying arguments
about the “capitalist peace,” whereby economic exchange and interdependence lower the
probability of war.45 Even international relations scholars that note war doesn’t completely rupture
trade generally believe that it diminishes trade flows between belligerents and scrambles flows
among neutrals.46 Second, wars will raise governmental demand for military goods, both material
with purely military uses, such as heavy weaponry, and “dual-use” material that has both civilian
and military uses, such as food. Governments may have historically produced weapons and
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military goods themselves, or seized supplies from their citizens, but since the mid 19th century
they have generally purchased this material from private businesses.47 Third, and related, wars will
decrease the supply and demand for consumer goods. Wars will diminish the supply of consumer
goods as factories and labor that previously manufactured these goods are transitioned to
producing conflict relevant materiel.48 Consumer demand will also drop as governments
implement rationing, raise taxes, limit wage increases, and appeal to patriotism.49
Certainly these aren’t the only economic consequences of war. Nevertheless, I emphasize
them for three main reasons. First, they are direct effects of conflict rather than ancillary effects,
such as a particular state’s war aims. As a result, they lead to a general theory of business war
preferences rather than being limited to idiosyncratic wars or individual countries.50 Second, these
effects’ prominence in the political science and economics literatures on the economic
consequences of conflict implies that they are some of the most important economic consequences
of war. Third, these effects are less conditional on the outcome of bargaining between businesses
and political leaders than the economic effects of wartime fiscal or regulatory policies.51 I discuss
how emphasizing different economic effects of war might profitably lead to alternate theories of
business war preferences in the conclusion of this article.
Finally, I assert that businesses know interstate wars will cause these effects prior to a war
breaking out with a relatively high degree of accuracy, therefore enabling them to hold ex ante war
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preferences.52 Strategic management scholars have long argued that successful businesses
proactively analyze threats to their business operations, including geopolitical risks like the threat
of interstate war.53 Empirically, businesses are often aware of how interstate wars will affect them
and frame their interpretation of contemporary conflicts in light of their experience with past
conflicts.54 Saying that businesses hold ex ante war preferences, however, doesn’t mean that these
preferences will always be salient, that is relevant, for businesses.55 Businesses hold war
preferences even during times of peace, but the relevance of these preferences increases as the
threat of conflict grows and businesses think proactively about how a potential war may affect
their profitability.

4.3 The Theory
Why, then, do businesses support or oppose war? I argue that the additive effects of two
primary causes, a business's trade orientation and conflict relevance, will ultimately determine
their war preferences. I derive these two independent variables from my three assertions above
about the economic effects of conflict. First, similar to trade preference theory, I argue that
business support/opposition to war will be determined by a business's trade orientation. Further
following trade preference theory, I conceptualize trade orientation as a dichotomous variable
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whereby businesses are located in either an internationalist or domestic oriented sector. A business
is located in an internationalist sector if they are in an export competing industry and support free
trade, or are dependent on imported material for domestic sale.56 Conversely, a domestic oriented
sector consists of import-competing industries that oppose free trade, or industries that are oriented
almost exclusively towards domestic production and sale. Since internationalist businesses are
reliant on international exchange for profits, I agree with trade preference theory that they will be
more likely to oppose war than domestic oriented businesses since war raises the costs of
international trade. I also assume, like trade preference theory, that trade orientation primarily
varies at the inter-industry rather than intra-industry level.57
Trade orientation alone, however, is insufficient for determining support/opposition to war.
Instead, its effect must be added to the effect of a second cause: the business’s conflict relevance.
Businesses have high conflict relevance if they sell, or can easily convert to selling, goods that
increase military effectiveness.58 These goods can be directly used or easily repurposed for military
use, and therefore increase the quantity or quality of a state’s military forces. Governments will
need to buy more military goods during wartime than peacetime, so businesses with high conflict
relevance will be less likely to oppose conflicts than businesses with low conflict relevance since
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they can profit from this increased governmental demand. Businesses with high conflict relevance
will also be less affected by decreases in consumer demand than businesses with low conflict
relevance. For simplicity I assume, as with trade orientation, that conflict relevance is a
dichotomous exogenous variable that primarily varies between rather than within industries.59
As a result of these combined effects, I argue that internationalist businesses with low
conflict relevance will be the most likely businesses to oppose wars. They will be unable to sell
goods to belligerent governments and are most affected by wartime trade disruptions. Both their
trade orientation and conflict relevance push them to oppose war.
H2: Internationalist businesses with low conflict relevance will be the most likely
businesses to oppose wars
Conversely, domestic oriented businesses with high conflict relevance will be the least
likely to oppose war. They will benefit both from the inadvertent trade protectionism that war
brings and by selling war material to governments. Their trade orientation and conflict relevance
both make them unlikely to oppose war.
H3: Domestic oriented businesses with high conflict relevance will be the least likely
businesses to oppose wars
It follows then that industries facing cross-cutting war-time economic pressures will be
relatively more/less likely to oppose war than these two “extreme” cases. Internationalist
businesses with high conflict relevance will be less likely to oppose wars than internationalist
businesses with low conflict relevance since the former can make up trade-related losses by selling
military goods and the latter cannot. Similarly, domestic oriented businesses with low conflict
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relevance will be more likely to oppose wars than domestic oriented businesses with high conflict
relevance. These businesses will gain through the trade protection that war brings but are unable
to juice their profits by selling military goods.
H4: Internationalist businesses with high conflict relevance will be less likely to oppose
wars than internationalist businesses with low conflict relevance
H5: Domestic oriented businesses with low conflict relevance will be more likely to oppose
wars than domestic oriented businesses with high conflict relevance
What about relative support/opposition to war between these less extreme cases? Since
both internationalist businesses with high conflict relevance and domestic oriented businesses with
low conflict relevance face cross-cutting war-time economic pressures, it is only possible to
hypothesize their level of support/opposition to war relative to each other given an assertion about
the relative effect of trade orientation and conflict relevance on business war preferences. From
first principles it is hard to convincingly argue that the relative effect size of either trade orientation
or conflict relevance will be consistently higher than the other across various interstate conflicts.
This relationship will likely be conflict-specific. As such, my theory makes no prediction about
the relative support/opposition to war between domestic oriented businesses with low conflict
relevance and internationalist businesses with high conflict relevance.
Finally, it is worth considering whether conflict relevance might be a sufficient explanation
for business war preferences. Since my conceptualization of conflict relevance captures both a
business's current and potential ability to sell military goods, it is an improvement on existing
military industrial complex research that isn’t clear about which businesses are in the complex or
the war preferences of businesses outside the complex. As a final hypothesis, then, we might
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believe that businesses with high conflict relevance simply will be less likely to oppose wars than
businesses with low conflict relevance.
H6: Businesses with high conflict relevance will be less likely to oppose wars than
businesses with low conflict relevance

4.4 Scope Conditions
It would be presumptuous to claim that such a simple theory can explain all business war
preferences across time and space. There are therefore at least two important scope conditions on
my additive theory. First, my theory is limited to states without a high level of state-owned
businesses because of my assumption that businesses are independent economic and political
actors operating in a market economy. Second, my theory is limited to businesses’ opinions about
large interstate wars where my assertions about the economic effects of conflict are justified. I
operationalize these large wars as conflicts that contain at least one great power and last for at least
six months. Small wars that don’t involve a great power may not significantly raise the costs of
international trade. Similarly, governments may not need to purchase large amounts of new
military material during a short war lasting less than six months. Lengthy, large wars that involve
a great power, however, will raise the cost of international trade, increase governmental demand
for conflict relevant material, and decrease consumer demand.
Although these scope conditions are fairly restrictive, the goal of my theory is to set a clear
baseline expectation for business war preferences in a constrained set of circumstances so that
deviations from this baseline can be clearly assessed. I lay out the universe of cases that meet these
scope conditions in the following section and, given their relative arbitrariness, I discuss in the
conclusion how these scope conditions might be productively examined in further research.
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5. Design and Methods
Testing my additive theory of business war preferences against trade preference theory
requires comparing relative levels of opposition to war across different types of businesses.
Unfortunately, the key independent variables in this study—a business’s trade orientation and
conflict relevance—are difficult to manipulate in an experimental context. Although relatively
static over the short-term, they also cannot be considered “as-if-random” relative to interstate wars.
I therefore adopt a structured multi-method approach using comparative case studies and historical
survey data to test my hypotheses.
Controlled comparative case comparisons possess strong internal validity and can allow
for credible causal claims when they are intentionally selected to maximize inferential leverage
and can rule out confounding explanations through a deep interrogation of the historical record.60
In particular, demonstrating that hypothesized causal mechanisms aren’t operating as a theory
predicts in “extreme” or “most likely” cases for a given theoretical explanation can provide strong
contradictory evidence vis-à-vis that explanation.61
The problem with controlled comparative case comparisons is that they buy internal
validity at the expense of external validity. Demonstrating that causal mechanisms are or aren’t
operative in an extreme or most likely case doesn’t provide a basis for making credible claims
about representative cases. I mitigate these external validity concerns by pairing comparative
industry case studies with analysis of historical survey data that allows for measurement of
business war preferences across a wider range of representative industries. Using historical data
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for initial theory testing can also set a historical empirical baseline that can guide the development
of contemporary surveys and experimental research.
6. Controlled Comparative Case Studies
The first stage of my multi-method research design consists of short comparative case
studies of two “most likely” cases for trade preference theory: the American wheat and raw cotton
industries during World War I. Industries are the appropriate level of analysis for testing theories
of business war preferences whose independent variables, like trade orientation and conflict
relevance, are assumed to be constant between firms in the same industry. Comparing the war
preferences of industries in a single country and war holds constant country and conflict specific
factors that might also affect a business’s war preferences. In this section I therefore first lay out
my country-war and industry case selection strategies before presenting the results from the case
studies.

6.1 Case Selection
I selected the cases of the American wheat and raw cotton industries during World War I
because they are “most likely” industry cases for trade preference theory in a fairly representative
or “typical” country-war case.62 Identifying business war preferences during peacetime is difficult
since these preferences won’t be particularly salient.63 Only testing theories of business war
preferences during wartime, however, may also be problematic, as it conditions case selection on
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an outcome—war—that may also be affected by variation in business war preferences.64
Identifying “negative cases” of non-conflict, however, is incredibly difficult.65
Although the full case universe for testing theories of business war preferences therefore
consists of all industries in countries with a small proportion of state owned businesses that have
a relatively high probability of entering a large interstate war, even if that conflict never occurs, I
focus my empirical analysis on a practical sub-set of that case universe: countries with a small
proportion of state owned businesses involved in an interstate war with at least one great power
participant that lasts at least six months. The full list of the 71 cases that fit these criteria can be
found in this article’s supplementary appendix.66
From that broader set of cases I selected the county-war case of the United States during
World War I for four primary reasons. First, nearly half of the country-war cases in this set (34/71
cases) occur during the World Wars. Second, selecting a country case during World War I as
opposed to World War II seems prudent given the potential confounding effect of a business’s
experience during World War I on their preferences regarding World War II. Third, although it is
tempting to see the American experience during World War I as unique due to its extended period
of neutrality from 1914-1917, this view is the product of scholarly hindsight and is not how
American business leaders viewed the war as it unfolded.
Debates over whether, and how, the United States should become involved in World War
I started immediately after the war began.67 American business leaders like J.P. Morgan, Jr. took
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the time to update President Woodrow Wilson personally on how the war was affecting their
business operations in its opening days, and this flow of information from business leaders
continued throughout the conflict.68 American businesses’ preferences about World War I
therefore represent a suitable test of business war preferences because these businesses had no way
of knowing whether or when the United States might ultimately enter the conflict. Neutrality does
not bias empirical tests of theories of business war preferences as long as those businesses confront
a relatively high probability of the state they are based out of entering the conflict. Indeed, testing
theories of business war preferences in neutral states may actually be less biased than tests in
belligerent states if censorship laws might preclude businesses voicing opposition to war. Finally,
setting generalizability concerns aside, the case of the United States during World War I is also an
important case for studying business war preferences given long standing historiographical
disagreement about the role of business pressure in driving the United States’ involvement.69
I then selected “most likely” business cases for trade preference theory from the broader
case universe of American businesses during World War I by identifying industries with an
extreme internationalist trade orientation. Specifically, I used a “nested analysis” approach that
uses quantitative case information to guide case selection.70 Figure 1 plots the annual exportimport ratio and export value of American industries in 1913 prior to the start of World War I.71
We can see that the raw cotton and wheat (breadstuffs) industries are clear outliers relative to other
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industries. Based on their “extreme” internationalist trade orientation they are most likely cases
for trade preference theory.

But what about these industries’ conflict relevance? Conceptually, an industry has conflict
relevance if it sells, or can easily convert to selling, goods that increase military effectiveness. The
types of goods that increase military effectiveness, however, are historically contingent given the
changing nature of warfare over time. As Hans Morgenthau put it, “the absolute and relative
importance which natural resources in the form of raw materials have for the power of a nation
depends necessarily upon the technology of warfare which is practiced in a particular period of
history.”72 An industry’s conflict relevance can therefore be most accurately coded based on the
contemporaneous opinions of business leaders, politicians, and other observers.
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I contend that wheat should be considered a military good and raw cotton shouldn’t—
meaning that the wheat industry has high conflict relevance, while raw cotton has low conflict
relevance—based on two primary pieces of historical evidence. First, the leaders of most World
War I belligerents had agreed in the years leading up to World War I that wheat had a larger effect
on military effectiveness than raw cotton. Although it remained unratified at the start of the war,
the 1909 Declaration of London on naval warfare clearly stated that wheat should be considered
conditional contraband because it could be used to feed either civilians or military personnel while
raw cotton was a “free” good that had little to no military purpose.73
Second, industry observers at the time agreed with this differentiation, clearly noting that
wheat was needed for the war effort while cotton wasn’t. “Naturally the man who raises wheat,
corn and oats knows that a general war in Europe means heavy army demands for grain,” a
correspondent for the American Elevator and Grain Trade (AEGT), an industry publication, noted
soon after World War I began.74 The cotton industry, in contrast, bemoaned that raw cotton wasn’t
needed in large quantities by armies. Most army uniforms at the time were primarily made of wool,
not cotton, and only limited amounts of cotton were used to produce ammunition.75 As a local
Georgia newspaper sadly reported soon after the war broke out, “Food and everything used in
warfare will be in such demand that prices will naturally rise, but there will be no appreciable
demand for anything in Europe which people can live without. Cotton, lumber, etc. will be affected
to an appreciable extent by this lack of demand.”76
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6.2 Case Evidence
How, then, did the American wheat and raw cotton industries react to the start of World
War I? Importantly, trade preference theory and my additive theory of business war preferences
make different predictions regarding these two industries’ war preferences. Trade preference
theory predicts that, as internationalist businesses, these industries would both oppose the war
(H1). Unlike trade preference theory, however, my additive theory predicts that the wheat industry
will be less likely to oppose the war than the raw cotton industry (H4).
War preferences, like all types of preferences, aren’t directly measurable. We must infer
them from behaviors that accurately “reveal” an actor’s preferences.77 I therefore present three
different types of evidence in my comparative case studies to test these hypotheses. First, I analyze
the trajectory of the prices of wheat and raw cotton in the United States after the war begins. Since
ceteris paribus rising commodity prices will mean more profits for the individuals selling those
commodities, they should correlate with overall industry sentiment and war preferences. Second,
I assess how the wheat and cotton industries reacted to the war as expressed through statements
about the conflict in local newspapers, business correspondence, and industry publications. These
statements and opinions about the war should again correlate with the industry’s war preferences
in so far as they have little incentive to misrepresent their opinions about the war in these settings.
Third, I analyze the flow of wheat and raw cotton exports from the United States to European
belligerents to bolster my case that it is the wheat industry’s conflict relevance rather than another
omitted factor that is determining their war preferences.
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6.2.1 Commodity Price Data
How did the prices of wheat and raw cotton in the United States move around the start of
World War I? While it is hard to causally identify the effect of a particular political or geopolitical
event on commodity prices, analyzing the trajectory of these prices immediately prior to and after
the war’s beginning can provide suggestive evidence about industry sentiment and war
preferences. As the top panel of Figure 2 reports, the price of raw wheat in the United States rose
steeply after World War I began. Conversely, the bottom panel shows a precipitous decline in the
price of raw cotton after the start of the war, compounded by a nearly three month closure of the
country’s major cotton exchanges.78 Prices aren’t preferences, but the rise in the price of wheat
implies prosperity for American wheat farmers while the fall in raw cotton prices threatened
devastation for cotton farmers.
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6.2.2 Qualitative Reactions to the War
How did the American wheat and cotton industries react to these changes in prices? Based
on their statements about the war in local newspapers, business correspondence, and industry
publications it’s clear that the falling price of raw cotton caused despair amongst cotton farmers
and merchants and an overall negative sentiment towards the conflict. American wheat farmers
and merchants, however, expressed overall happiness with the way the war would lead to an
increase in demand from European belligerents. On the basis of these divergent sentiments it is
clear that the American wheat industry was less likely to oppose the start of World War I than the
American raw cotton industry. This supports H4 from my additive theory over H1 from trade
preference theory.
The rise in the price of wheat after the start of World War I promised to add over $100
million in value (1914 dollars) to the American wheat crop, money that would eventually make its
way to American farmers.79 Industry participants and observers quickly and enthusiastically noted
that the war would bring immense economic benefits to the wheat industry. “It is the opinion of
those competent to interpret conditions that the beginning of the War in Europe finds the United
States in a splendid position and probably the most favored country on earth,” Eugene Hector, the
financial editor of the Chicago Tribune wrote. “With the greatest wheat yield ever harvested,
930,000,000 bushels, worth $896,000,000…there is present and in sight actual and certain new
wealth.”80 Secretary Harry E. Hooker of the Michigan State Miller’s Association believed that
European countries “will produce much less wheat than usual” on account of the war. In turn, “The
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wheat growers of this country should take advantage of this unusual situation and plant a large
acreage of good wheat and reap the reward of coming high prices.”81
Grain merchants and farmers were understandably concerned about the potential difficulty
of exporting American wheat overseas as a result of disrupted international trade, but believed that
European wartime demand for wheat would ensure a steady and high volume of exports. “Grain
traders at Milwaukee are at this moment much agitated over what method is to be used by the
United States to get their wheat exported while the great European war is in progress,” the local
AEGT correspondent reported. But local traders still “turned bullish because of the prospects of
selling vast amounts of wheat to the war ridden countries of Europe.”82 As the wheat export trade
recovered from the initial shock of the war’s start, the Milwaukee wheat industry became
“convinced that the present war crisis will prove a strong bullish influence in grain” due to “an
enormous demand for wheat from the millions in the armies.”83
Midwestern bankers, responsible for financing the wheat crop, were also enthused by the
prospect of increased European demand for wheat as a result of the war. Secretary George D.
Bartlett of the Wisconsin Bankers Association believed any financial disruption from the war
would be temporary, and “As soon as communication is resumed...the present tension over any
warlike activity in Europe should result favorably to the United States. Our crop outlook is the best
in years and by reason of the war should command good prices.”84 Similarly, Walker Hill, the
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acting president of the St. Louis Clearing House issued a statement praising the “magnificent crops
in our territory” which meant that “the prospects for good business are particularly encouraging.”85
Contrast the wheat industry’s generally favorable views towards the conflict with the
universally negative sentiment in the American raw cotton industry. Cotton farmers, merchants,
and bankers across the American south all highlighted how the war meant economic pain and
suffering for their industry. A local newspaper in Americus, Georgia, for instance bemoaned how
international conflict always hurt cotton producers: “It has truly been said that a dog fight in China
would be seized upon by the cotton gamblers to depress the price of cotton in this country…and
while the present outlook in Europe is bigger than the proverbial dog fight, it verifies the assertion.”
Importantly, “If the price can be hammered by the war scare, it means a material loss to the cotton
growers of the South.”86 The raw cotton industry also recognized that although they would suffer
as a result of the war, the wheat industry and other foodstuffs producers would benefit
economically. As the editors of The Daily Times-Enterprise, a local paper in Thomasville, Georgia,
complained, “The foodstuffs in this country will have an abnormal rise in price and cotton will
take an awful tumble. Let’s don’t have war.”87

6.2.3 Export Data
Data on wheat and raw cotton exports to Europe before and after the outbreak of World
War I provide an easy explanation for these divergent opinions regarding the war.88 Although the
start of World War I initially disrupted both wheat and raw cotton exports, the international wheat
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trade quickly recovered and boomed as a result of war-related demand from European belligerents.
The international raw cotton trade, however, remained depressed for many months, seriously
hurting the American raw cotton industry.
As Table 1 demonstrates, although there was only a small 3.4% increase in the year-overyear (YoY) value of total monthly American wheat exports following the war’s start in August
1914, wheat exports quickly recovered and were nearly 600% higher by value in December 1914.
The international raw cotton trade had no similar recovery. Exports of raw cotton nearly
disappeared in August 1914 and were still almost 40% lower in value by December. The relative
value of wheat and raw cotton exports also suggest that it was wheat’s relatively high conflict
relevance versus raw cotton that drove these different outcomes. Table 1 shows that the value of
American wheat exports to the Entente powers of France and United Kingdom increased over
800% YoY after the war began. Entente demand for raw cotton from the United States, however,
cratered in August 1914 and was still nearly 50% lower in value YoY by the end of the year.
Table 1: YoY Change in Value of American Wheat and Cotton Exports, Total and Entente
Powers (Percentage)
Total

United Kingdom

France

Belgium

Wheat

Cotton

Wheat

Cotton

Wheat

Cotton

Wheat

Cotton

May 1914

-4.8

-13.2

-5.9

-8.4

-48.1

23.8

-24.6

177.4

June 1914

26

35.8

73.3

48.6

-24.9

56.6

35.3

289.3

July 1914

163.9

-5.2

67.9

24.8

249.3

-70.4

58.3

27.1

August 1914

3.4

-92.1

88.7

-92

571.7

-100

-96.6

-86.1

September 1914

161.3

-91.2

57.9

-91.5

788

-100

-75.6

-100

October 1914

226

-81

234.9

-74.4

1129.6

-95.8

-56.8

-100

November 1914

555.7

-69.1

1074.5

-62.5

655.7

-86.7

-100

-100

December 1914

578.3

-39.8

448.5
-27.9
572.4
-71.5
-100
-100
Source: Department of Commerce 1914, YoY increases in bold

Table 2 shows a similar pattern across the Central Powers and neutral countries. There was
a tremendous decrease in the value of American wheat exports to Germany, but a nearly 6000%
increase in the value of wheat exports to neutral Italy. The American wheat industry readily sold
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wheat to neutral countries like Italy throughout the early months of the war, knowing that it would
eventually be resold to the Central Powers of Germany and Austria-Hungary.89 Although Italy also
increased its imports of American cotton, these paled beside the increase in the value of American
wheat imports.
Table 2: YoY Change in Value of American Wheat and Cotton Exports, Central
Powers and Neutrals (Percentage)
Germany

Italy

Netherlands

Austria-Hungary

Wheat

Cotton

Wheat

Cotton

Wheat

Cotton

May 1914

-70.1

8.3

-78

-12.5

-19.4

.

June 1914

-28.1

23.4

-16.7

16

59.2

.

July 1914

68.8

7.1

1706.6

-3.3

208.4

-72.5

August 1914

-100

-99.9

137.5

-87.5

-96.6

-100

September 1914

-100

-100

410.3

-77.1

53.4

-100

October 1914

-100

-100

541.9

-47.2

256.3

-100

November 1914

-100

-99.9

902.8

6

697.3

-100

December 1914

-100

-89.9

6367.4
48.7
126.8
-100
Source: Department of Commerce 1914, YoY increases in bold

7. Historical Survey Analysis
To complement the findings from my comparative case studies I turn in this section
towards quantitative tests of historical survey data. Historical surveys that capture business war
preferences are exceedingly rare.90 Although contemporary surveys of business leaders might
mitigate concerns about historical survey design, and the temporal validity of conclusions based
on historical data, contemporary, representative cross-industry survey samples of business leaders
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are incredibly difficult to assemble.91 Contemporary surveys would also be of little help in
establishing a historical baseline for determinants of business war preferences.
One of the few surviving historical surveys of business war preferences was conducted by
Harris, Winthrop & Co., a New York-based investment firm, in the spring of 1916. This survey
assessed American business leaders’ opinion about World War I, amongst other policy areas. Since
the survey measures business war preferences across a range of representative business cases, it
bolsters the external validity of the findings from my comparative case studies across all American
businesses during the World War I era.92 I first summarize the survey data and how I measured
my dependent and independent variables before reporting the results of difference of proportions
tests on the relative opposition to war between different types of American businesses.

7.1 Survey Data
The Harris, Winthrop & Co. survey consists of seventeen questions mailed to
approximately 4,500 business leaders and other notables across the country in the spring of 1916.93
The survey aimed to reach a representative sample of American business leaders, so the firm sent
surveys to each state in proportion to that state’s population. It received 1,710 responses, for a
response rate of ~38% across a wide range of industries. The quantitative survey responses are
unfortunately only reported in aggregate, and therefore can’t be used to assess individual
respondents’ war preferences. A substantial sub-sample of survey respondents (n = 185), however,
provided open-ended text responses that elaborated on their quantitative responses. Although
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varying in length and detail, these qualitative responses are measured at the individual respondent
level and can be matched to the industry in which respondents work.94 I can therefore use this
qualitative survey data to test my additive theory of business war preferences against alternative
explanations. Moreover, as I demonstrate in the supplementary appendix, the composition of this
sub-sample is virtually identical to that of the full survey sample, indicating that there was no clear
selection bias in which respondents provided open-ended responses.

6.3 Pre-Processing and Measurement
I pre-processed the raw survey response data using a digital copy of the survey and simple
optical character recognition (OCR) technology. I then manually verified the accuracy of the OCR
output against the original survey report. I measured a survey respondent’s trade orientation,
conflict relevance, and war preferences using a mix of quantitative and qualitative coding rules.
First, following trade preference theory, I dichotomously categorized a respondent as being
in a domestic oriented versus internationalist industry based on their industry’s export/import ratio,
export value, and import value prior to World War I using data from the U.S. Department of
Commerce.95 I coded a respondent as being in a domestic oriented industry if their industry’s
export-import ratio was in the bottom half, and import value in the top half, of all industries in
1913. I coded a respondent as being in an internationalist industry if their industry’s export-import
ratio was in the top half, and export value in top half, of all industries during 1913. Although an
imperfect measure, since it ignores an industry’s domestic consumption, ceteris paribus industries
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The shortest qualitative response was 42 words while the longest was 2158 words. The mean response contained
345 words with a median response of 263 words.
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Department of Commerce, “Monthly Summary of Commerce.”
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that export more than they import should favor free trade while industries that face a high flow of
import competition should favor trade protectionism.
I supplemented these quantitative coding rules with qualitative industry information from
a variety of historical sources to account for respondents that didn’t fall easily into one of the
Department of Commerce’s industry groupings. I excluded respondents such as lawyers,
academics, and bankers, who couldn’t be coded as belonging to an internationalist or domestic
oriented industry even with this supplemental research (n = 46).

96

As I demonstrate in the

appendix, my findings are robust to alternate tests that include these respondents. More qualitative
evidence justifying individual trade orientation coding decisions can also be found in the appendix.
I then categorized industries based on whether they have high conflict relevance or not.
Conceptually, an industry has conflict relevance if it contributes to a military’s effectiveness, their
ability to successfully fight and win on the battlefield. Measuring conflict relevance therefore
becomes a somewhat subjective exercise, since all industries contribute to military effectiveness
to some degree in a total war such as World War I. Here I am interested in separating industries
with a high level of conflict relevance from those with a low level of conflict relevance.
I categorize an industry as having high conflict relevance based on whether its products
were considered conditional and absolute contraband in the 1909 Declaration of London and, more
generally, if the industry largely contributed to the feeding, clothing, or equipping of World War
I era armies. I relied on historical sources from the World War I era to inductively determine how
observers at the time thought about an industry’s conflict relevance when confronted with
borderline cases, where it was hard to determine an industry’s conflict relevance deductively.
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Qualitative evidence underpinning each conflict relevance coding decision can be found in the
appendix. Figure 3 reports where all the industries represented in the final sample (n = 139) fall in
my typology.
Figure 3: Industries Present in Sample
Internationalist

Domestic Oriented

High Conflict
Relevance

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Automobile (2)
Breadstuffs (5)
Chemicals (1)
Coal (3)
Iron Founder (2)
Iron Manufacturing (4)
Leather Manufacturing (1)
Meat (1)
Metalworking (1)
Mining (1)
Oil Production (2)
Packaged Food (3)
Precision Tool Manufacturing (1)
Rubber (1)
Steel Manufacturing (4)
Steel Production (3)

●
●
●
●
●
●

Brass Manufacturing (2)
Railroad Equipment (2)
Railway (12)
Wholesale Hardware (1)
Wholesale Produce (1)
Wool Manufacturing (2)

Low Conflict
Relevance

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Cotton Buying and Shipping (3)
Dry Goods (2)
Importers (1)
Lumber (20)
Manufacturing (General) (3)
Ocean Freight Broker (1)
Paint/Ink Manufacturing (1)
Pharmaceuticals (5)
Sugar Production (3)
Wood Manufacturing (1)

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Agricultural Tools (5)
Brewing (2)
Brick Manufacturing (1)
Cement (1)
Clocks (1)
Cold Storage (1)
Construction (4)
Cotton Manufacturing (2)
Department Stores (3)
Distilling (3)
Furniture (3)
Glass Manufacturing (1)
Linseed Oil (1)
Musical Instruments (1)
Paper (1)
Pottery (1)
Publishing (2)
Ribbons and Silks (1)
Shoes (1)
Stone Quarry (1)
Textile Manufacturing (4)
Wholesale Grocery (3)
Wine Growers (1)

Number of respondents from each industry is in parentheses
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In terms of a survey respondent’s war preferences, I coded the respondent as opposing the
war if they clearly note that the war has had a negative economic effect, or peace would have a
positive effect, on their business. I coded a respondent as not opposing the war if they noted either
that the war had a positive economic effect, peace would have a negative effect, or peace would
have no effect on their business.
Interestingly, no business leaders in the sample actively supported the war. Although
conceptually, therefore, business war preferences range from opposition to war to support for war,
the range of business war preferences in the sample is censored. It might be that businesses in the
United States simply didn’t benefit economically enough from the conflict to cause them to support
it. Alternatively, businesses might be normatively influenced to conceal their opposition to war. I
discuss ways to investigate whether businesses censor their war preferences, and alternate ways to
improve measurements of business war preferences, in the conclusion of this article.
Finally, I coded survey respondents who didn’t mention the war in their qualitative
response (n = 17) as having “no response” (NA). These respondents could either be unaffected by
the war—and therefore hold no preference—or hold a preference but not have expressed it. This
means that my effective sample size for my difference of proportions tests is 122 respondents. I
note in the appendix, however, that my findings are robust to coding these respondents as not
opposing the war. Given the subjective nature of my measurement approach and coding I provide
illustrative examples of each coding decision below (Figure 4) and make the entire set of survey
responses available in the supplementary materials to aid in validation and replication.
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Figure 4: Coding Examples of Business War Preferences
Opposition to War
“Our business is very much affected by the war and, therefore, it would be a great benefit to have the war
cease. For instance, the material which enters into the construction of our goods is two and a half times
higher than it was last year, which, at the present price, almost prohibits our doing business. Labor is very
scarce caused by a good many of the foreign laborers going abroad and further caused by the eastern
factories who are making war appliances.”
Not Opposition to War
“Our business consists largely of the growing of grain and other farm products. Values of these products
have ranged above the normal during the war, and this section has been correspondingly prosperous.
There is likely to be a sharp break in values when the war closes but it seems probable that higher prices
will prevail later and cover a considerable time after the war.”
No Response
“We feel that with our country and Canada taking practically the capacity of our shops that foreign trade
is not a necessity at present, though we are making some endeavors to secure good connections in foreign
countries where that trade is desirable. As to the general situation, we feel as if we could have a more
stable government, one in which the policies are not altered every four years and in which nine-tenths of
the action results from political feelings and not from what is best for the country at large”

7.4 Results
Do the survey results better support trade preference theory or my additive theory? Figure
5 presents the results of my first difference of proportions test, assessing trade preference theory.97
We can see that internationalist businesses are proportionally more likely to oppose the war (48%)
than domestic oriented businesses (24%), and the difference is statistically significant (p = 0.01).
This supports H1, which predicts that internationalist businesses will be more likely to oppose wars
than domestic oriented businesses.
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Because my hypotheses all posit a directional relationship in relative opposition between different types of
businesses, I use one-sided difference of proportions test and a standard alpha level of .05 for assessing the statistical
significance of all difference of proportions. For a formal discussion of difference of proportions tests see the
supplementary appendix.
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These results nevertheless leave an important question unanswered: why do so few
internationalist businesses oppose the war? To be fair, trade preference theory doesn’t take a clear
position on the absolute level of opposition to war that internationalist or domestic oriented
industries will hold. It is somewhat puzzling, however, that only a minority of internationalist
business leaders (48%) in the sample oppose the war given its disruption to international trade.
Trade preference theory cannot explain why this is the case, but my additive theory of business
war preferences can.
Figure 6 reports the results of my second set of difference of proportions tests, which test
my additive theory of business war preferences. This set of tests provides support for my additive
theory of business war preferences above and beyond trade preference theory. Figure 6 provides
full support for H4, which predicts internationalist businesses with low conflict relevance will be
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more likely to oppose wars than internationalist businesses with high conflict relevance. A higher
proportion of respondents from internationalist businesses with low conflict relevance (68%)
oppose the war than respondents from internationalist businesses with high conflict relevance
(24%), and the difference is statistically significant (p = .0007). Importantly, trade preference
theory cannot explain this key split in opposition to war between different types of internationalist
businesses, and we would miss this divide entirely if we only looked at Figure 5 above.
The results of this second set of difference of proportions tests also provide full support for
H2, which predicts that internationalist businesses with low conflict relevance will be the most
likely businesses to oppose the war. The highest proportion of respondents opposing the war are
from internationalist businesses with low conflict relevance (68%) and there are statistically
significant differences between this high proportion of opposition and the proportion of opposition
in other business types.
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The other hypotheses from my additive theory, though, aren’t supported. H5 predicts that
respondents from domestic oriented businesses with low conflict relevance will be more likely to
oppose the war than respondents from domestic oriented businesses with high conflict relevance.
Only 10% of respondents from domestic oriented businesses with high conflict relevance oppose
the war compared with 30% respondents from domestic oriented businesses with low conflict
relevance, but the difference is not statistically significant (p = .094). Finally, H3 predicts that
domestic oriented businesses with high conflict relevance will be the least likely businesses to
oppose war in the international system. Although only 10% of respondents from domestic oriented
businesses with high conflict relevance oppose the war, this is statistically indistinguishable from
internationalist businesses with high conflict relevance (24%, p = .789).
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Can conflict relevance alone accurately predict business war preferences? H6 predicts that
businesses with high conflict relevance will be less likely to oppose wars in than businesses with
low conflict relevance, and this is exactly what Figure 7 shows. A lower proportion of respondents
from businesses with high conflict relevance (19%) oppose the war than businesses with low
conflict relevance (47%), a difference that is statistically significant (p < .001). These results point
to the importance of including conflict relevance as an explanatory variable when trying to predict
business war preferences, but don’t indicate that conflict relevance alone explains a business's war
preferences. Namely, this figure obscures the clear difference in opposition to war between
domestic oriented businesses with low conflict relevance and internationalist businesses with low
conflict relevance. As we can see in Figure 6, there is a large and statistically significant difference
in these businesses’ opposition to war, which isn’t captured in Figure 7.
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I report the results of a number of robustness and sensitivity checks in the supplementary
appendix. First, I estimate simple model specifications using logistic and Ordinary Least Squares
(OLS) regression. Second, I test the sensitivity of my results to differing sample composition and
individual coding decisions for my independent variables by conducting 306 additional difference
of proportions tests while sequentially dropping each individual industry one at a time. Third, I
test the sensitivity of my results to differing sample composition and individual coding decisions
for my dependent variable by re-coding respondents who didn’t mention the war as "not opposing"
the war. I replicate my initial difference of proportions tests, and conduct 330 additional difference
of proportions tests while sequentially dropping individual industries. Fourth, I re-estimate my
logistic and OLS models using an industry’s export value as a continuous measure of trade
orientation. Fifth, I re-estimate my regressions using all businesses that take an opinion on the war
(n = 157) to investigate whether my results hinge on removing businesses that don’t align to my
four-part typology. Sixth, I include regional fixed effects in all model specifications to guard
against the possibility that sociotropic economic factors or other regional confounders are biasing
my results. The results of all these tests are either identical to or consistent with the results of my
difference of proportions tests.
8. Discussion
Combined, then, the results from both my comparative case studies and difference of
proportions tests support my additive theory of business war preferences above and beyond trade
preference theory. A business's trade orientation is clearly an important determinant of their war
preferences, but it isn’t the only determinant of these preferences. The qualitative and quantitative
evidence reported above demonstrate that a business's conflict relevance plays an essential, and to
this point under examined, role in determining a business's opposition to conflict.
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In particular, the comparative case studies reveal that the American raw cotton industry
opposed World War I while the American wheat industry didn’t. Trade preference theory cannot
explain this divergence while my additive theory of business war preferences can. Similarly, the
difference of proportions tests reveal a large and statistically significant gap in the relative
opposition to war between internationalist businesses with low conflict relevance and
internationalist businesses with high conflict relevance that trade preference theory cannot explain.
Trade preference theory would predict that internationalist businesses with high conflict relevance
and internationalist businesses with low conflict relevance would both oppose war. Empirically,
we find that internationalist businesses with high conflict relevance are among the least likely
businesses to oppose war (24%) and far less likely to oppose the war than internationalist
businesses with low conflict relevance (68%).
At the same time, however, conflict relevance alone isn’t a sufficient explanation for
business war preferences. The difference of proportion tests reveal a statistically significant
difference in the relative opposition to war between internationalist businesses with low conflict
relevance (68%) and domestic oriented businesses with low conflict relevance (30%, p = .001). A
monocausal explanation for business war preferences based solely on their conflict relevance
would predict that these types of businesses would have similar levels of opposition to war, and
they don’t.
There are at least three important caveats regarding the empirical results of this article.
First, although the difference of proportions tests don’t provide support for all the hypotheses from
my additive theory, this may simply be due to a lack of statistical power given the small number
of survey respondents. For example, H5 predicts that respondents from domestic oriented
businesses with low conflict relevance will be more likely to oppose wars than respondents from
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domestic oriented businesses with high conflict relevance. The p-value for the difference of
proportions test (p = .094) is not statistically significant at the p <.05 level but is significant at the
p <.1 level. Given that there are only 59 total survey respondents in these two sub-groups, a larger
sample size could easily increase the precision of this and the other difference of proportions tests.
Second, I am not arguing that trade orientation and conflict relevance are the only important
determinants of business war preferences, or that I have causally identified the effects of trade
orientation and conflict relevance. There may be additional, potentially confounding, causes of
business war preferences that may be biasing my quantitative results. Importantly, however,
existing theories of business war preferences provide little guidance regarding what those
confounders might be. As a result, my quantitative results still improve on our current
understanding of business war preferences by highlighting other important factors, like a business's
conflict relevance, that matter for determining their war preferences.
Third, whether these results are generalizable to other countries and wars requires further
investigation. Although the evidence from the comparative case studies possess high internal
validity, it necessarily lacks external validity across a wide range of representative business cases.
The results of my difference of proportions tests can mitigate these concerns but not completely
resolve them. In particular they can’t demonstrate the external validity of my additive theory
outside of the case of American businesses during World War I. The results very well could be
generalizable to other countries and contexts given that my additive theory of business war
preferences consists of general variables and mechanisms that aren’t context specific.98 Still, there
are reasons to be cautious. The financialization of modern international commerce, whereby
capital flows far outpace trade in either goods and services, may have decreased the contemporary
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importance of trade orientation as a determinant of business war preferences.99 Similarly, the
changing nature of interstate warfare may affect which businesses are and aren’t conflict relevant
over time.100 The fact that the determinants of war preferences may have changed over time, or
vary across different wars, is a strong incentive for further research on business war preferences.
9. Conclusion
This article has developed a new additive theory of business war preferences and presented
evidence supporting that theory, above and beyond existing explanations, from American
businesses during World War I. This theory and evidence provides much needed microfoundations
for understanding the conditions under which businesses might be able to affect a state’s wartime
decision-making. Additional empirical and theoretical research, though, can further expand our
understanding of the causes and consequences of business war preferences and help policymakers
understand the role businesses may, or may not, play in mitigating contemporary economic and
security competition in East Asia.
First, additional empirical testing can establish whether my additive theory accurately
predicts business war preferences in additional wars and countries. It is especially important to
investigate the contemporary relevance of my theory given that some scholars have argued trade
preference theory doesn’t hold in the modern era.101 Second, more work should be done on
conceptualizing and objectively measuring business war preferences. Contemporary surveys with
dedicated survey questions on business war preferences might improve on my subjective coding
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of qualitative survey responses, but could still be subject to censoring due to social desirability
bias. Creative research designs, however, can help identify and mitigate this potential bias.102
Third, there are a number of opportunities for developing additional theories of business
war preferences. Relaxing my assumptions about businesses, for instance that they are unitary
actors, or motivated primarily by profit, might reveal intra-business differences in war preferences
or shed light on the normative or other social causes of business war preferences.103 Breaking apart
my assumptions that trade orientation and conflict relevance vary primarily at the inter-industry
rather than intra-industry level might reveal intra-industry divides in business war preferences.104
Endogenizing additional economic consequences of conflict, such as inflation, profit controls, and
regulation, through theories of wartime political economic bargaining might also complexify and
sharpen theories of business war preferences.105
Finally, scholars armed with a better understanding of business war preferences can turn
towards investigating the conditions under which businesses will act politically to try and affect
wartime decision-making. This is particularly important as policy makers confront simmering
economic and security competition in East Asia. In the United States and China there have been
increased calls for economic “decoupling” as a form of economic coercion and to mitigate supply
chain vulnerabilities and security externalities.106 At the same time, scholars have also drawn on
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capitalist peace theories to argue that business pressure should mitigate competition and the
possibility of war in East Asia.107
My additive theory of business war preferences and empirical findings about American
businesses’ support and opposition to World War I highlight the importance of accurately
understanding businesses’ contemporary preferences regarding international security competition
and war. Despite unquestionable changes in the international economy and security environment,
understanding businesses’ preferences about security competition remains just as important today
as it was to policy makers over a century ago. As long as some businesses can profit from interstate
conflicts, whether based on their trade orientation, conflict relevance, or some other factor, they
have an incentive to not oppose—and potentially support—policies that raise the probability of
war. Understanding which businesses—and why—might lobby governments for a peaceful power
transition in East Asia, and which businesses will profit from increased tension, is essential for
both political and business leaders looking to manage the complexities of the modern,
economically interconnected world.
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